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Abstract
In this paper, it is shown that every extended Mendelsohn triple system of order n and index
 can be embedded in an extended Mendelsohn triple system of order v¿n and index  if and
only if v¿ 2n. c© 2002 Published by Elsevier Science B.V.
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1. Introduction
Let D+n be the complete directed multigraph on n vertices in which  directed loops
are incident with each vertex and in which, for every pair x; y of vertices of D+n , 
edges join x to y and  edges join y to x. By an extended Mendelsohn triple, we mean
a directed loop, a loop with a symmetric pair of edges attached (known as a directed
lollipop), or a directed 3-cycle (known as a cyclic triple). We denote a loop incident
with vertex x by (x; x; x), a directed lollipop with a loop at x by (x; x; y), and a cyclic
triple by (x; y; z), where x, y, and z are distinct (see Fig. 1). An extended Mendelsohn
triple system EMTS(n; ) of order n and index  is an ordered pair (V; B), where B is
a set of extended Mendelsohn triples de:ned on the vertex set V which partitions the
edges and loops of D+n . Extended Mendelsohn triple systems were :rst investigated by
Bennett [1], who gave necessary and su=cient conditions for the existence of EMTSs of
order n having exactly  directed loops (or idempotents). Extended Mendelsohn triple
systems are interesting from an algebraic point of view since the class of all extended
Mendelsohn triple systems is associated with a variety of quasigroups satisfying only
the semi-symmetric identity [1].
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Fig. 1. Extended Mendelsohn triples.
Extended Mendelsohn triple systems are the directed cousins of extended triple sys-
tems. Let K+n denote the complete multigraph of order n in which  edges join every
pair of vertices and in which  loops are incident with every vertex. We de:ne an
extended triple to be a loop, a lollipop, which is an edge with a loop at exactly one
of the vertices, and a triple, which is just a copy of K3. An extended triple system
ETS(n; ) of order n and index  is an ordered pair (V; B), where B is a set of extended
triples de:ned on the vertex set V which partitions the edges and loops of K+n . It has
been shown (see, for example [3]) that extended triple systems are equivalent to totally
symmetric quasigroups. Extended triple systems were introduced in 1972 by Johnson
and Mendelsohn [4].
An extended Mendelsohn triple system (V; B) is said to be embedded in an extended
Mendelsohn triple system (V ′; B′) if V ⊆ V ′ and B ⊆ B′. Suppose |V |= n and |V ′|= v.
Then such an embedding can be thought of as a decomposition of D+v with the
edges and loops of D+n removed (the independent set of n vertices would correspond
to the vertices in V ). We use the notation D+v \D+n to denote this multidigraph.
The de:nition is similar for extended triple systems. Embedding an ETS(n; ) in an
ETS(v; ) can be thought of as a decomposition of K+v with the edges and loops
of K+n removed, and we use the notation K
+
v \K+n to denote this multigraph. We
mention a couple of noteworthy theorems involving the embedding of extended triple
systems. We discard the trivial case when n= v.
Theorem 1.1 (HoHman and Rodger [3]). An ETS(n; 1) can be embedded in an
ETS(v; 1) if and only if
(i) v¿ 2n;
(ii) v is even if n is; and
(iii) (n; v) =(6k + 5; 12k + 12).
The second theorem involves the embedding of extended triple systems of index
greater than 1.
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Theorem 1.2 (Raines [6]). Let ¿ 1; and suppose v¿n. Then an ETS(n; ) can be
embedded in an ETS(v; ) if and only if v¿ 2n.
Of course, these theorems follow the landmark theorem of Doyen and Wilson for
embedding Steiner triple systems [2].
The focus of this paper is to prove the following theorem, thus giving a result
analogous to the results in [3] and [6].
Theorem 1.3. Let v¿n. Then every EMTS(n; ) can be embedded in an EMTS(v; )
if and only if v¿ 2n.
For terms and notation not de:ned here we refer the reader to [5].
2. Preliminary results
We start with some de:nitions and preliminary results. Let E(D) be the set of arcs
of the digraph D. An edge-coloring  of D is said to be equalized if for every pair
i; j∈, |ci−cj|6 1, where ci is the number of edges colored i in . A proper directed
edge-coloring of a digraph D is a coloring of the arcs in E(D) so that for every vertex
v, no two arcs directed into v and no two arcs directed out of v receive the same color.
We have the following lemma which will be useful in our proof of Theorem 1.3.
Lemma 2.1 (Rodger [8]). A directed graph D with max{+; −}= x can be given an
equalized proper directed edge-coloring with x colors.
A (partial) Mendelsohn triple system of order s, MTS(s), is a decomposition of
(a subset of) the directed edges of the complete symmetric digraph of order s, Ds,
into directed 3-cycles. Let r(i) denote the number of directed 3-cycles which contain
symbol i in a partial MTS(s). Then a partial MTS(s) is said to be equitable if, for
every pair i; j, for 16 i¡ j6 s, |r(i) − r(j)|6 1 and regular if r(i) − r(j)= 0 for
every pair i and j. Let M(s) denote the maximum number of cyclic triples that a
partial MTS(s) can have. We have the following two lemmas.
Lemma 2.2 (Rodger [8]). M(s)= 	s(s− 1)=3
; s =6.
Lemma 2.3 (Rodger [8]). For non-negative integers s and t; where 16 t6 M(s)
there exists an equitable partial MTS(s) containing t cyclic triples.
A Kirkman triple system of order s, KTS(s), is an ordered pair (V; T ), where V is
a set of order s and T is a collection of 3-subsets of V with the following properties:
(a) every pair of elements of V appears in exactly one triple of T ; (b) the triples of
T can be partitioned into (s− 1)=2 parallel classes such that every vertex of V occurs
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exactly once in each parallel class. We have the following extremely well-known lemma
involving the existence of Kirkman triple systems.
Lemma 2.4 (Ray Chaudhuri and Wilson [7]). A Kirkman triple system of order s
exists if and only if s ≡ 3 (mod 6).
Certainly, one may construct a regular partial MTS(6j+ 3) from a KTS(6j+ 3) by
simply selecting a subset of the parallel classes of the KTS and by forming the directed
3-cycles (a; b; c) and (a; c; b) from each triple {a; b; c} of each selected parallel class.
This observation will be important later.
The following proposition will also be quite important.
Proposition 2.5. Let D be a digraph in which every vertex has indegree and outdegree
n; and let A be a graph consisting of n independent vertices. Then there exists a
partition of the edge set of A ∨ D into directed 3-cycles.
Proof. Let V (A)= {u1; u2; : : : ; un}. By Lemma 2.1, the edges in D can be give an
equalized, proper directed n-edge-coloring  with color classes !1; !2; : : : ; !n. Certainly,
each vertex will be incident to and incident from exactly one edge from every color
class of . For 16 i6 n and for every directed edge (x; y)∈ !i, form the directed
3-cycle (x; y; ui). Since each vertex in D is incident to and incident from exactly
one edge of !i, for 16 i6 n, every directed edge incident from and incident to ui
will be found in exactly one directed 3-cycle. Furthermore, since each edge in D is
given exactly one color, each edge in D is contained in exactly one directed 3-cycle.
Therefore, we have the desired partition.
3. The embedding
We start the proof of Theorem 1.3 by proving the following proposition.
Proposition 3.1. Suppose v¿n. If an EMTS(n; ) can be embedded in an EMTS
(v; ); then v¿ 2n.
Proof. Suppose such an embedding exists. Then there must be a decomposition of
D+v \D+n into extended Mendelsohn triples. Let A denote the set of n independent
vertices, and let B denote the remaining set of v−n vertices of this multidigraph. Each
directed triple must either have all of its vertices in B or exactly two of its vertices
in B, that is, each directed triple uses either 0 or 2 directed edges between A and B.
Similarly, each directed lollipop uses either 0 or 2 directed edges between A and B.
In order to minimize the number of edges necessary to be contained in B (and, thus,
to minimize the number of vertices necessary to be contained in B), we assume that
every directed lollipop uses 2 edges between A and B. The number of edges between
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A and B in D+v \D+n is 2n(v − n), so removal of the (v − n) possible lollipops
means that there are (2n− 2)(v− n) directed edges left to be used in directed triples.
This means that there are at least (n− 1)(v− n) directed edges that must have both
endpoints in B. Therefore, (v− n)(v− n− 1)¿ (n− 1)(v− n) or v¿ 2n.
It can be easily veri:ed that an embedding of an ETS(n; ) in an ETS(v; ) will
produce an embedding of an EMTS(n; ) in an EMTS(v; ). Each loop {a; a; a} will
correspond to a directed loop (a; a; a); each lollipop {a; a; b} will correspond to a di-
rected lollipop (a; a; b); and each triple {a; b; c} will correspond to the directed 3-cycles
(a; b; c) and (a; c; b). Therefore, we have the following corollary to Theorem 1.1
Corollary 3.2. Let v¿ 2n. Suppose
(i) n is odd and (n; v) =(6k + 5; 12k + 12); or
(ii) v and n are both even.
Then any EMTS(n; 1) can be embedded in an EMTS(v; 1).
Furthermore, we have the following corollary to Theorem 1.2.
Corollary 3.3. Let ¿ 1 and let v¿ 2n. Then any EMTS(n; ) can be embedded in
an EMTS(v; ).
Since Proposition 3.1 handles the necessity part of the proof of Theorem 1.3,
and since Corollaries 3:2 and 3:3 handle much of the su=ciency of the proof of
Theorem 1.3, it only remains to prove the following proposition to :nish the proof
Theorem 1.3.
Proposition 3.4. Let =1 and let v¿ 2n. If
(i) (n; v)= (6k + 5; 12k + 12), or
(ii) v is odd and n is even,
then any EMTS(n; 1) can be embedded in an EMTS(v; 1).
Proof. First, we consider the case when (n; v)= (6k + 5; 12k + 12). Consider D+v \D+n .
Let A= {u1; u2; : : : ; u6k+5} represent the independent set of n vertices, and let B=
{v1; v2; : : : ; v6k+7} represent the remaining v− n vertices. Furthermore, let (A; C) be an
EMTS(6k + 5; 1). We form an EMTS(v; 1) (A ∪ B; C∗) in the following manner:
(a) C ⊆ C∗;
(b) {(v1; v1; v2); (v3; v3; v4)} ⊆ C∗;
(c) {(v3i−1; v3i ; v3i+1) | 26 i6 2k + 2} ⊆ C∗.
(d) The edges entirely contained in B which have not already been placed in any
extended Mendelsohn triple of C∗ induce a digraph Dˆ in which each vertex of B
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has indegree and outdegree 6k+5. Therefore, by Lemma 2:5, the remaining edges
of D+v \D+n can be partitioned into directed 3-cycles. Place these directed 3-cycles
in C∗.
(e) Place all remaining loops in C∗.
Now that we have fully considered (i), we break up the proof of (ii) into cases
depending upon the congruence class modulo 6 of v − n. In all cases, we partition
the vertex set of D+v \D+n into the sets A and B, where A is the independent set of n
vertices, and B is the set that consists of the remaining v − n vertices. We let (A; C)
denote our EMTS(n; 1), and we construct an EMTS(v; 1) (A ∪ B; C∗).
Case 1: v − n ≡ 3 (mod 6). Our goal is to place into C∗ extended Mendelsohn
triples whose edges are entirely contained in B. We continue until each vertex in
the subgraph induced by the remaining edges of B has indegree n and outdegree n.
Let A= {u1; u2; : : : ; u6i+2}, where ∈{0; 1; 2}, and let B= {v1; v2; : : : ; v6j+3}. De:ne a
regular PMTS(6j+3) in which every vertex of B is contained in exactly 6j+2−(6i+2)
triples, and place these triples in C∗ (see the remark following Lemma 2.4). The edges
in B which appear in no extended Mendelsohn triple in C∗ will induce a digraph Dˆ in
which each vertex has indegree and outdegree (6i+2). By Lemma 2:5, the remaining
edges of D+v \D+n can be partitioned into directed 3-cycles which we place in C∗.
Placing the remaining loops into C∗ completes the embedding.
Case 2: v − n ≡ 5 (mod 6). We break Case 2 into subcases, depending upon the
congruence class modulo 6 of n.
Case 2.1: n ≡ 0 (mod 6). Let n=6i and let v − n=6j + 5, where 16 i6 j.
Furthermore, let B= {v1; v2; : : : ; v6j+5}. Our :rst goal is to form an equitable partial
Mendelsohn triple system (B; T ′) of order 6j + 5 on the vertices of B in which ver-
tices v1 and v2 each appear in exactly 6(j − i) + 3 directed 3-cycles and in which
each vertex in B − {v1; v2} appears in exactly 6(j − i) + 4 directed 3-cycles. Further-
more, we must have that the directed edges (v1; v2) and (v2; v1) appear in no directed
3-cycle. We form this equitable partial MTS (6j + 5) by :rst forming a partial Kirk-
man triple system (B−{v1; v2}; T ) of order 6j+3 on the vertices in B−{v1; v2} with
3(j−i)+2 parallel classes, #1; #2; : : : ; #3( j−i)+2. We select 2(j−i)+1 triples from #1, say
t1; t2; : : : ; t2( j−i)+1. For 16 z6 2(j− i)+1 and for each triple tz = {z; $z; !z}, we form
the directed triples (v1; z; $z), (v1; $z; !z), and (v1; !z; z). Now consider the remaining
triples t2( j−i)+2; t2( j−i)+3; : : : ; t2j+1 in #1. For 2(j−i)+26 z6 2j+1, and for each triple
tz = {z; $z; !z}, we form the directed triples (z; $z; !z) and (z; !z; $z). Next select par-
allel class #2 containing the 2j+1 triples t2j+2; t2j+3; : : : ; t4j+2. For 2j+26 z6 4j−2i+3
and for each triple tz = {z; $z; !z}, we form the directed triples (v2; z; $z), (v2; $z; !z),
and (v2; !z; z). Now consider the remaining triples t4j−2i+4; t4j−2i+5; : : : ; t4j+2 in #2. For
4j−2i+46 z6 4j+2, and for each triple tz = {z; $z; !z}, we form the directed triples
(z; $z; !z) and (z; !z; $z). Furthermore, for 36 k6 3(j − i) + 2, and for each triple
{; $; !}∈ #k , form the directed triples (; $; !) and (; !; $). Now each of the vertices
v1 and v2 is contained in exactly 6(j − i) + 3 directed 3-cycles, and each vertex in
B−{v1; v2} is contained in exactly 6(j− i)+ 4 directed 3-cycles. Furthermore, neither
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the directed edge (v1; v2) nor the directed edge (v2; v1) is contained in any directed
3-cycle. Therefore, we have constructed our desired equitable partial Mendelsohn triple
system.
We form our extended Mendelsohn triple system (A ∪ B; C∗) in the following man-
ner. First, C ⊆ C∗. Then, we let T ′ ⊆ C∗. Furthermore, (v1; v1; v2)∈C∗. Now, the
directed edges in B which have not already been placed in any extended triple of C∗
induce a digraph in which every vertex has indegree and outdegree 6i. Therefore, by
Proposition 2.5, the remaining edges of D+v \D+n can be partitioned into directed
3-cycles. Place each of these 3-cycles in C∗. Placing the remaining loops in C∗
completes the embedding.
Case 2.2: n ≡ 2 (mod 6). In this case, |A|=6i+2 and |B|=6j+5, where j¿ i. Let
A= {u1; u2; : : : ; u6i+2}, and let B= {v1; v2; : : : ; v6j+5}. We form our EMTS (A ∪ B; C∗)
in the following manner. First, for 16 z6 6j + 5, let (vz; vz; u6i+2) ∈C∗. Next, form
a regular PMTS(6j + 5) (B; T ′) with (6j + 5)(2(j − i) + 1) triples (so each vertex is
contained in exactly 6(j − i) + 3 directed triples), and let T ′ ⊆ C∗. Now the directed
edges in B which do not already occur in any extended Mendelsohn triple of C∗ will
induce a digraph in which each vertex has indegree and outdegree 6i + 1. Therefore,
by Proposition 2.5, these edges and the edges between the vertices in A−{u6i+2} and
B can be partitioned into directed 3-cycles. Place each of these directed 3-cycles into
C∗. This completes the embedding.
Case 2.3: n ≡ 4 (mod 6). In this case, |A|=6i+4 and |B|=6j+5, where j¿ i. We
form our EMTS (A ∪ B; C∗) in the following manner. First we form a regular PMTS
(B; T ′) which contains 2(j − i)(6j + 5) triples (so each vertex of B is contained in
exactly 6(j− i) triples). Let T ′ ⊆ C∗. The edges in B which are not already contained
in any extended Mendelsohn triple of C∗ induce a digraph in which each vertex has
indegree and outdegree 6i+4. Therefore, by Proposition 2.5, these edges and the edges
between the vertices in A and B can be partitioned into directed 3-cycles. Place these
directed 3-cycles into C∗ along with the remaining loops to complete the embedding.
Case 3: v − n ≡ 1 (mod 6). We break Case 3 into subcases, depending upon the
congruence class modulo 6 of n.
Case 3.1: n ≡ 0 (mod 6). In this case, |A|=6i and |B|=6j + 1, where j¿ i. We
form our EMTS (A ∪ B; C∗) as follows. First, we form a regular PMTS (B; T ′) with
2(j − i)(6j + 1) triples (so each vertex in B is contained in exactly 6(j − i) triples).
Let T ′ ⊆ C∗. The edges in B which are not already contained in any extended triple
of C∗ will induce a digraph in which each vertex has indegree and outdegree 6i.
Therefore, by Proposition 2.5, we can partition the remaining edges of D+v \D+n into
directed 3-cycles. Place these directed 3-cycles and the remaining loops into C∗.
Case 3.2: n ≡ 2 (mod 6). Let |A|=6i + 2, and let B= {v1; v2; : : : ; v6j+1}, where
j¿ i. Our approach will be similar to the approach in Case 2.1. We start by forming
a partial Mendelsohn triple system (B; T ′) in which each of vertices v1; v2; v3; and v4 is
contained in exactly 6(j− i)− 3 triples and in which each vertex in B−{v1; v2; v3; v4}
is contained in 6(j − i) − 2 triples. Furthermore, no directed edge between the ver-
tices v1 and v2 and no directed edge between the vertices v3 and v4 can be contained
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in any triple. We begin to form this PMTS by :rst forming a partial Kirkman triple
system (B − {v1; v2; v3; v4}; T ) with parallel classes #1; #2; : : : ; #3( j−i)−1. Initially, we
will assume that j¿ i + 2 (so our partial KTS contains at least 5 parallel classes)
and consider the case j= i + 1 later. Suppose that, for 16 z6 3(j − i) − 1, parallel
class #z contains the triples t(z−1)(2j−1)+1; t(z−1)(2j−1)+2; : : : ; t(z−1)(2j−1)+(2j−1). Then, for
16 z6 4, for (z−1)(2j−1)+16y6 (z−1)(2j−1)+2(j− i)−1 and for each triple
ty = {y; $y; !y}∈ #z, form the directed triples (vz; y; $y), (vz; $y; !y), and (vz; !y; y),
and place them in T ′ (in other words, we match up the :rst 2(j − i)− 1 triples of #z
with vertex vz and form directed triples, each of which contains vz and exactly two of
y; $y, and !y). For the remaining triples {; $; !} in T , form the directed triples (; $; !)
and (; !; $) and place them in T ′. Now (B; T ′) is an equitable partial MTS (6j + 1)
with the desired properties. Now we are ready to start forming our EMTS (A∪B; C∗).
First let C ⊆ C∗, and let T ′ ⊆ C∗. Furthermore, let {(v1; v1; v2); (v3; v3; v4)} ⊆ C∗. Now
the edges in B which have not already been placed in any extended triple of C∗ will
induce a digraph in which each vertex has indegree and outdegree 6i + 2. By Propo-
sition 2.5, the remaining edges of D+v \D+n can be partitioned into directed 3-cycles
which we add to C∗. Placing the remaining loops into C∗ completes the embedding
when j¿ i + 2.
Now suppose that j= i+1. As before, we select the :rst 2(j− i)−1 triples from #1,
which means that we need only select one triple from #1 to match with v1. If i¿ 0,
then each parallel class contains at least 3 triples, so we can match the second triple of
#1 with v2. Since we are guaranteed at least 2 parallel classes, we may match the :rst
triple of #2 with v3 and the second triple of #2 with v4. Otherwise, the process is the
same as before. Finally, if i=0, then we have the special case in which |A|=2 and
|B|=7. Let A= {u1; u2}, and let B= {v1; v2; : : : ; v7}. Then C∗ contains the extended
Mendelsohn triples of C and the following set of extended Mendelsohn triples:
{(v1; v2; u1); (v2; v4; u1); (v4; v1; u1); (v6; v5; u1); (v5; v3; u1); (v3; v6; u1); (v7; v7; u1);
(v2; v3; u2);
(v3; v5; u2); (v5; v2; u2); (v7; v6; u2); (v6; v4; u2); (v4; v7; u2); (v1; v1; u2); (v3; v4; v6);
(v4; v5; v7);
(v5; v6; v1); (v6; v7; v2); (v7; v1; v3); (v1; v7; v5); (v2; v1; v6); (v3; v2; v7); (v4; v3; v1);
(v5; v4; v2);
(v2; v2; v2); (v3; v3; v3); (v4; v4; v4); (v5; v5; v5); (v6; v6; v6)}:
Case 3.3: n ≡ 4 (mod 6). In this case, |A|=6i+4 and |B|=6j+1, where j¿ i. Let
A= {u1; u2; : : : ; u6i+4}, and let B= {v1; v2; : : : ; v6j+1}. We form our EMTS (A ∪ B; C∗)
in the following manner. First, for 16 z6 6j+1, let (vz; vz; u6i+4) ∈C∗. Next, form a
regular partial MTS(6j+ 1) (B; T ′) with (6j+ 1)(2(j− i)− 1) triples (so each vertex
is contained in exactly 6(j− i)−3 directed triples), and let T ′ ⊆ C∗. Now the directed
edges in B which do not already occur in any extended Mendelsohn triple of C∗ will
induce a digraph in which each vertex has indegree and outdegree 6i + 3. Therefore,
by Proposition 2.5, these edges and the edges between the vertices in A−{u6i+4} and
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the vertices in B can be partitioned into directed 3-cycles. Place each of these directed
3-cycles into C∗. This completes the embedding and the proof.
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